The act of classifying data streams is widely studied in the literature over the last decade. Incremental or progressive learning strategies are adapted to classify the data streams by many research contributions in recent literature. The contemporary affirmation of recent literature indicate that issues like timeliness, linearity of computational complexity, incremental update of the classifier, and concept drift adaptation in data stream classification are still significant constraints. And there is a need for an algorithm to provide good classification performance with a reasonable response time and maximal classification accuracy. In order to arrive at this, Cuckoo Search Based Incremental Binary Classifier (CS-IBC) has been devised in this manuscript. The contributions of the CS-IBC is to define class labels from training data and fasten the class search through bio inspired strategy called ''CUCKOO Search". A periodical update of the classifier is also proposed to update the classifier if a set of new labelled records are given. The CS-IBC is tested on KDDCUP data that contains records, which are labelled as attack prone or normal. Metrics such as classification error rate, latency of the classification strategy and classification accuracy deterioration were assessed to estimate the scope of the CS-IBC as binary classifier. The experimental study indicates that the proposed CS-IBC is robust and scalable. Ó 2017 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Data streaming can be stated as a representation of learning from the models and patterns adapted from continuous streaming of data. The significance of data streaming has been growing phenomenally high in the recent past, and in many fields application of data streaming concepts are on the rise. The process of data streaming can be termed as the continuous feeding of data in a sequential manner, as time progresses (Golab and Tamer Özsu, 2003; Chan, 2002; Gama and Gaber, 2007) . In many applications like telecommunication, transaction processing applications, weather monitoring solutions, or pattern observation applications, data streaming plays a vital role.
While the role of such data streaming for an application system and the desired process should be impeccable, the key challenge envisaged in the process is about unbounded data streams generated and their effective management. Traditional solutions exhaust the scope at some point for managing the data from the data streaming process (Abdualrhman and Padma, 2015) . Hence, it is important that data stream is usually processed online in an incremental manner, which can support in answering the queries in quick turnaround time. Domingos and Hulten (2001) discuss varied characteristics of an effective streaming system, and also proposed some kind of design decisions, where the system shall use limited memory. Also, the system shall process the records within short span of time despite of the volatile conditions of the data. The common batch learning process adapted should focus on the incremental way of learning from the data stream, but the crux is that the learning algorithm should respond positively and in a timely manner, to the changes in the pattern, in order to ensure current trends are updated.
Alongside the growing importance of the querying tools and the processing methods, even the need for mining and learning form data streams is high (Gama and Gaber, 2007; Mohamed et al., 2005) . The algorithms are expected to not only work with incremental pattern, it should also be able to observe the emerging changes in the data stream, and should be able to be responsive to the current trends. This scenario has eventually led to the conditions of mining data streams gaining more importance (Shai et al., 2004) .
Though many frameworks and solutions have been proposed by researchers, including VFML (Hulten and Domingos, 2003) which is a tool kit to support high speed data streams, and processing high volume data sets, still there is significant scope for development. MOA (Bifet and Kirkby, 2009 ) is the other framework that has come up to handle large volume of data streams, and the process using the generators and classifiers should address the process. MOA is able to communicate with WEKA in the machine learning environment (Witten and Frank, 2005) .
There are significant challenges in the current scenario of data streaming such as the need for incrementally updating the classifier, classifying with minimal classification accuracy deterioration, and latency. Not many of the earlier proposed models has addressed the factors more effectively. With regard to this, the model devised in this article aims to achieve minimal classification accuracy deterioration, latency and ability to update the classifier in a progressive manner.
In the further section of this article, Section 2 provides a brief description of the data stream conditions that are considered for the analysis, the inputs pertaining to the kind of special requirements that are involved in the learning process and also provides summary of contemporary models found in recent literature and their constraints. Section 3 depicts the approach of the proposed binary classifier. Alongside recall of basic algorithm that could be used for labelling the attributes notified in training phase. Section 4 offers an empirical analysis of the proposed model and also explores the performance analysis. Section 5 summarizes the contributions of this manuscript.
Related work
In data mining, several classifier models have been proposed to enable systems learning and prediction strategy. Some of the popular methods like logic based algorithms, and decision tree models vividly used due to their simple design and interpretation models (Quinlan, 1986; Murthy, 1998) . Some of the other models like i. the ANN (Artificial Neural Network) (Law and Zaniolo, 2005a) that are based on non-linear perceptron, ii. Bayesian network (Friedman et al., 1997) , which predominantly working on the probability model, iii. the kNearest Neighbor (Cover and Hart, 1967) model, which relies on proximity conditions to determine the classification, iv. In addition, the other model like SVM (Uykens and Vandewalle, 1999 ) that adapts the kernel-based approach Particle Swarm Optimization process discussed and adapted vividly in the case of the classification process (Omran et al., 2002) .
With the emergence of ''big data" solutions, the scope of data generated from varied sources of information and the volume of data that is being generated from sources is leaving significant challenges on the ways in which data streaming is carried out. Such high quantum of data if not effectively handled in an appropriate manner, could lead to callous conditions. Existing models have certain limitations in terms of processing such high volume of data, and classification. Domingos et al. (2000) have adopted Hoeffding Tree model to induce decision tree (VFDT) to handle high volumes of large data sets that could be processed in an effective manner. In Law and Zaniolo (2005b) , the authors focused on using the grid pattern and the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, which could be adapted to improve the efficiency of the classifier. The contribution in Wang et al. (2003) has adapted the weighted ensemble classifier method to avoid drifting in the data streams, and in Nanculef et al. (2014) , the authors used the feature hashing method towards addressing the textual data streams, and the Incremental Linear Discriminant Analysis (ILDA). Pang et al., 2005. Adaptive learning has gained prominence with the rising need for learning from data streams (Gama and Gaber, 2007) . Datadriven fuzzy systems modeling are also emerging with the notion of ''evolving fuzzy systems" (Angelov et al., 2008 (Angelov et al., , 2010 Lughofer, 2008 Lughofer, , 2011 Senge and Hüllermeier, 2011; Hulten et al., 2001) . Though there are certain prerogative differences in the process, yet in terms of characteristics, there are many similarities between the concepts. For instance, in both fuzzy based algorithms and the adaptive learning process, the common goal is about incremental learning and changing its patterns according to the environment and the process of data generating process as per the requirement.
Ammar Shaker et al., (Shaker et al., 2013) proposed ''Evolving fuzzy pattern trees for binary classification on data streams", which is contemporarily similar to the proposed model of this manuscript, since both aim to learn and classify the records in incremental fashion. Though the model devised in Shaker et al., 2013 differ from contemporary models in the approach that evinced significance in process completion and classification accuracy, still it is limited due to the constraints of the traditional fuzzy reasoning. Some of the constraints are process complexity due to multiple evolutions of the fuzzification and misclassification due to fuzzy reasoning.
The most of the contemporary models (Jiang et al., 2017; Natarajan and Subramanian, 2012; Yang and Deb, 2015) found in recent literature that are using cuckoo search for feature optimization. The X-ray image classification that contributed in Wozniak et al. (2015) uses cuckoo search with firefly algorithm to recognize the status of the disease type and scope from the given X-ray. This contribution is conceptually similar to our proposed model. However, this model is using the combination of firefly and cuckoo search to select features and estimate the compatibility between the optimal features selected and the features extracted from the given input X-ray, hence the computational complexity evinced. Moreover, this model limited to static data classification and the scope of the model restricted to the feature extraction and compatibility check for X-ray graphics. The contributions in Jiang et al. (2017) and Yang and Deb (2015) also relied on cuckoo search to select optimal features for computational intelligence.
The Clustering technique devised in Saida et al. (2014) and Onan (2017) are using cuckoo search. These contributions are meta-heuristic approaches that cluster data using k-means and optimize values using cuckoo search that reduces the complexity of the k-means. These contributions evinced the improvement in best value optimization, however the resultant clusters purity is insignificant. The objective of the contribution found in Onan (2017) is text classification using hybrid supervised clustering.
Form the review of these contemporary models, it is evident that majority of these models using cuckoo search for feature optimization and few are using cuckoo search to improvise the clustering process. The model devised in Wozniak et al. (2015) is using cuckoo search to classify the medical images called x-rays, however it combined with firefly algorithm, hence process complexity is high and limited to only medical image classification.
To the best of knowledge that gained from the contemporary review of the literature, it is obvious to conclude that using cuckoo search as classifier to predict the Boolean label of the given record in data stream classification is first of its kind.
In the place of such developments, solution based on cuckoo search could be effective for incremental learning from the data streams is proposed in this study. The proposed solution is about developing an evolving variant that could be useful in addressing binary classification. The devised classifier identifies the attributes related to class labels dynamically and further performs the cuckoo based search in parallel to the nests formed by the combination of attributes corresponding to class labels to notify the state of the streaming transactions.
Cuckoo search based incremental binary classifier for data streams
The sets that are chosen for training shall be classified as PT and NT , denoting positive (+1) and the negative (À1) for the transactions. Labels shall be denoted as PL for the positive transactions and the NL for the negative ones. The class labels to be determined as positive or negative is explored in the Section 3.2, and using these labels, the nests are formed in tree hierarchy that used as search space for cuckoo search. The tree hierarchy is built with emphasis on the maximal number of field attributes as the root and also the class labels that have a subset of parent nodes shall be connected as the child nodes with maximum length. For the field attributes recognition, the order of child nodes are from left to right, and the values are placed as eggs in the relevant nests, depicted by class labels of PT and NT. Tree hierarchy formation explored shall be depicted as TPT and TNT for the nests, and the formation is depicted in Section 3.3. The process of incremental update of the hierarchy is explored in Section 3.4.
Further, Cuckoo search will be conducted for binary classification of test data that is explored in Section 3.5. To ensure that the input record is + or À, the heuristics of the test input records for the tree hierarchies are measured, which is depicted in Section 3.6. The explorative heuristics for a given test record derived is used for labelling the record as positive or negative and such inputs are depicted in Section 3.7.
The factors assumed in order to simplify the exploration of the process are The records found in training and testing sets are of fixed length and
The field attributes (often referred as field labels) found in each record are fixed number and fixed order of field attributes.
The field attributes will be referred as a set AT in further draft of the article. The number of field attributes will be referred as jATj. Further, the transaction sets PT and NT will be used to train the classifier built by using CUCKOO search.
Cuckoo search
Cuckoo search (Yang and Deb, 2009 ) is a searching technique developed on the basis of holoparasite act of cuckoo birds. Cuckoo birds will not be able to complete their reproduction cycle without proper host (For instance, the nest of other birds having eggs resembling to eggs of cuckoo bird), as Cuckoo places their egg(s) in the nests of the hosts. In many fields, the search strategy adapted by Cuckoo (Qin et al., 2014; Mohapatra et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016) is to adhere to following rules (Yang and Deb, 2010) .
Host nest is selected randomly by the Cuckoo bird to place its egg(s) Nest comprising eggs that resemble more to the cuckoo eggs, enable the reproduction of cuckoo Definitive number of nests are considered (usually 15) for Cuckoo search.
Probability in terms of notifying the cuckoo egg as artifact by a host bird is fPðaÞ9a 2 ð0; 1Þg. For optimizing the initial nest search, techniques such as levy flights and random walks (Lughofer, 2011) are adapted. The proposed model applies the customized levy flights technique that follows breadth first search, as the features are deterministic and are structured in descending order of size.
Class label representatives formation
The set of optimal attributes are considered as the representatives of the respective class labels. The attributes that have unique values in the records representing a class are denoted as optimal attributes of that class. The optimal attributes of the respective class are identified as follows (which is also depicted in flow chart represented by Fig. 10 in Appendix A).
For each field attribute 8 jATj i¼1 fatr i 9atr i 2 ATg
Obtain the unique values found in the records which exist in corresponding sets PT and NT as respective sets atr PT i and atr NT i attributes of the positive and negative transactions respectively.
Estimate the jaccard distance (Real and Vargas, 1996) 
find the count of common values found for attribute atr i in both sets PT and NT, then find the ratio of total count of common values found, and the count of values found for attributeatr i in set PT
find the count of common values found for attribute atr i in both sets PT and NT, then find the ratio of total count of common values, and the values found and count of values found for attribute atr i in set NT The above equations (Eqs. (1a) and (1b)), discovering the distance, which is based on the inverse of common elements ratio (intersection of both sets).
Afterwards the optimal attributes as set pao, which are having distance greater than the given threshold d (d atr PT i !atr NT i > d) will be considered for the class labelled as true. Similarly, the optimal attributes as set nao, which are having greater distance than the given threshold d (d atr NT i !atr PT i > d) will be considered for the class labelled as false.
Nest formation
In order to perform the cuckoo search, the hierarchy of the nests should be formed for corresponding classes. The optimal attributes of respective classes represent the nests in a hierarchy in such a way that a set with all attributes represents a nest in first level of the hierarchy. Further each level in the hierarchy contain nests those represented by the unique attributes set of size 1 less than the size of the attributes set representing nests in predecessor level of the hierarchy. In such a way that last level of the hierarchy contains the nests represented by the respective unique attributes set of size 1. According to this, the hierarchies TPT and TNT will be formed for corresponding classes using their respective optimal attribute sets pao & nao. The set of unique subsets ps and nsof respective sizes from 1 to jpaoj and 1 to jnaoj will be defined from corresponding attribute sets pao & nao, According to set theory (Jech, 2013) , the 2 pao À 1 and 2 jnaoj À 1 are the sizes of the respective setsps and ns.
Further the nests will be filled by the unique value sets as eggs, those observed in the records of corresponding classes for the optimal attributes, those representing the respective nest, which is as follows (also explored as flowchart in Fig. 11 of Appendix A):
For each nest fn i 9n i 2 TPT^1 6 i 6 jTPTjg begin Let attribute subset al n i representing n i For each record fr j 9r j 2 PT^1 6 j 6 jPTjg begin Pick all respective values found in r j representing the attributes in al n i as a set eðal n i Þ signifying as egg if ðeðal n i Þ R n i Þ // if egg eðal n i Þdoes not exist in nest n i n i eðal n i Þ //move to the egg eðal n i Þ to respective nestn i End // of condition End // of second level iterations End // end of main level iterations
Incremental update of the learning model
For the labelled records that given for incremental update of the classifier, the optimal attributes as class label representatives for the respective labels should be found as depicted in Section 3.2. If each new optimal attribute set found is the subset of any of the earlier optimal attributes set, then the values of this new attributes set are added to the nests represented by the respective attributes set. If the new attributes set are not the subset of any of the attribute sets representing the nests in hierarchy, then update the hierarchy with new nest that represented by the new attribute set. In the order of process the incremental update of the Learning model can be done as follows:
For a given set of new labeled records, Find optimal attributes for both labels as depicted in Section 3.2 Find, is new optimal attribute sets as respective class label representatives Is the new attributes set, subset of any of earlier optimal attributes set of respective label? If so, add the values of the optimal attributes set found in given labeled records to respective nests in hierarchy If not, update the hierarchy with new nests represented by new optimal attributes set
Nest search
For a given transaction t that is to be labelled, extract the values observed for respective optimal attributes listed in pao as set pr, for optimal attributes listed in nao as nr, then form all possible unique subsets from pr as a set e pr and from nr as a set e nr . Then continue the nest search as explored in Section 3.5.1 (which also depicted as flowchart in Fig. 12 of Appendix A). fn j 9n j 2 l i g Begin // for each nest n j in level l i of the hierarchy TPT 6. 8 jn i j k¼1 fe k 9e k 2 n i g Begin // For each egg e k of the nest n i ss em þ ¼ je k \emj jemj // the aggregate of the similarity score between each egg e k of nestn i and the target egg e m End // of line 6 End //of line 5 7. ss em ¼ sse m jTPTj //similarity score between each egg e k and hierarchy TPT (which is an average similarity score of egg e k and all nests in hierarchy TPT) End //of line 4 8.
Parallel cuckoo search on TPT and TNT

ss TPT
1 if ss ehmi P 1 0 else
End // of line 3
In similar process as explored in line 3 to 8, assess the similarity scores ss TNT of the subsets nr corresponding to the hierarchy TNT will assessed.
Assessing the explorative heuristics for test record
The similarity ratio and mean square distance of the similarities observed between transaction t and respective hierarchies TPT and TNT considered as heuristics to classify the given transaction t.
Initially, the similarity ratio of the transaction t with respective to hierarchiesTPTand TNT will be assessed as follows
which is the average similarity between all subsets of e pr and hierarchy TPT sr t TNT ¼ P jss TNT j j¼1 fs j 9s j 2 ss TNT g jss TNT j ð3Þ
which is the average similarity between all subsets of e nr and hierarchy TNTFurther the mean square distance (Carmines and Zeller, 1979 ) msd t TPT (in Eq. (4)) and msd t TNT (in Eq. (5)) of the respective similarity ratios sr t TPT and sr t TNT will be measured as follows
3.7. Assessing the class of test record Further, these heuristics will be used to label the given transaction (see Table 1) If the values for heuristics sr t TPT and sr t TNT found to be near (approximately equal) and msd t TPT is significantly lesser than the msd t TNT then the given transaction will be labelled as positive (true class).
If the value for heuristic sr t TPT is significantly greater than the value observed for heuristic sr t TNT , then the given transaction will be labelled as positive (true class).
If the values for heuristics sr t TPT and sr t TNT found to be near (approximately equal) and msd t TNT is significantly lesser than the msd t TPT then the given transaction will be labelled as negative (false class).
If the value for heuristic sr t TNT is significantly greater than the value observed for heuristicsr t TPT , then the given transaction will be labeled as negative (false class).
If the heuristics value is contradicted to the above all, then the given transaction will be moved to suspicious category, which may be pushed to domain expert's decision.
Empirical study and performance analysis
A data stream is defined as an ordered sequence of data points that can be read in a short period of time. Examples of data streams include communication logs, transaction data flow, and censoring video stream. In order to stipulate this streaming behavior, the experimental setup adapted 200,000 records from KDD-Cup dataset (KDD Cup, 1999) and redefined the labels such that the record label is 1 if the record represents any of the intrusion type, if not the record is labelled as 0. The ratio of labels 1 and 0 are balanced to equal share.
The dataset description
Since 1999, KDD'99 (KDD Cup, 1999) is a substantial data set to evaluate learning based decision systems, which devised by Stolfo et al. (2000) . The tcpdump data of around 4 gigabytes in binary format acquired from network traffic and used in IDS evaluation program called DARPA'98 (Lippmann et al., 1998) . Further, this data processed as 5 million connection records with 41 attributes. Among these records, around 4,900,000 records labeled as either normal or an attack. In order to create a data stream of records with divergent distribution of the values to the attributes depicted in each record, the KDD'99 dataset is rightly optimal. Hence, that dataset selected for experimental study.
The experimental setup
Using the KDD -Cup dataset, the performance of CS-IBC and contemporary model called ''Evolving fuzzy pattern trees for binary classification on data streams" (eFPT) (Jiang et al., 2017) have been evaluated. The transactions of 200,000 have been chosen from the data set for both abnormal and normal and partitioned two sets representing labels 0 and 1.
System with the configuration of i5 processors and 4 GB ram capacity has been adapted for the analysis, and the implementation of the system has been carried out on JAVA, and the statistical analysis has been carried out using the R language (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) .
The binary class labelled transactions that are considered for experiments are partitioned into transaction sets NT and PT, which represents negative and positive transaction sets respectively. Further, NT and PT are used to build the classifier, which is based on bio-inspired model ''CUCKOO Search" (briefed in Section 3.1). The records found in KDD-Cup dataset are representing 40 attributes that excludes label field. The number of optimal field attributes obtained for the positive transaction set PT are 14 and the optimal attributes obtained for negative transaction set NT are 9 (depicted in Section 3.2).
The experiments carried out as k-fold classification, where k value considered as five. On each fold, the 3 shares of the records each from the data sets PT and NT used to build the learning model for classifier (generating nest hierarchy for respective positive and negative transaction sets that depicted in Section 3.3). The other 2 shares from each transaction set are unlabeled and streamed to test the performance of the proposed binary classifier called CS-IBC. The performance statistics of the proposal is estimated using statistical evaluation metrics (Powers, 2011) called ''precision, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy" (explored in Table 2 ) has been adapted in the test evaluation for both CS-IBC and eFPT.
Performance analysis
Classification fitness
The overall classification performance statics, which are the average of the results obtained from 5-fold classification that depicted in Table 2 . According to the values evinced for the metrics precision, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and miss classification rate, the proposed model CS-IBC is significant and robust that outperformed the contemporary model eFPT. The precision that positive predictive value depicted for CS-IBC is 94%, which is 4% more that compared to precision (90%) observed for eFPT. Similarly, the sensitivity, specificity those indicates the true positive rate, true negative rate depicted for CS-IBC is 98%, 94% respectively, which are 6% and 4% more than the sensitivity (92%), specificity (90%) observed for contemporary model eFPT in corresponding order. The classification accuracy and miss classification rate observed for CS-IBC are 96% and 4% respectively. The classification accuracy observed for CS-IBC is 5% more than the classification accuracy Table 2 Experimental study inputs given and performance statistics observed from 5-fold classification. (91%) observed for eFPT. In addition, the miss classification rate observed for CS-IBC is 5% less than the miss classification rate (9%) observed for eFPT. The values depicted for metrics precision, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and miss classification rate from classification performed on each of the 5-fold data depicted in Figs. 1-5 respectively. The results depicted in respective figures evinced that the corresponding metric values obtained from classification performed on divergent data folds are optimal and linear for CS-IBC. In contrast to this, these metric values are low and nonlinear for contemporary model eFPT that compared to the values obtained for proposed model CS-IBC. The Fig. 4 depicts the robustness concerning classification accuracy of the proposed binary classifier CS-IBC that compared to contemporary model eFPT.
Inputs and metrics CS-IBC eFPT
The critical objective of the classification performance analysis is accuracy deterioration that denotes the downfall of accuracy against the increase in number of input records, which depicted in Fig. 6 . Concerning the accuracy deterioration results depicted in Fig. 6 , the accuracy deterioration of CS-IBC found to be very low that compared to contemporary model eFPT. The classification accuracy deterioration observed for CS-IBC is significantly minimal, In contrast to this, the contemporary model eFPT evinced drastic fall down in classification accuracy against to the increased count of record tuples. The CS-IBC classification accuracy deterioration is minimal, which is due to the incremental update ability of the classifier CS-IBC proposed. According to this experimental study, it is obvious to conclude that the proposed binary classifier CS-IBC is scalable and robust for binary classification process that compared to the contemporary model called eFPT.
Process complexity
This section explores the average response time (process completion time), which denotes as latency observed from the experimental study. The Fig. 7 depicts the latency observed for proposed model CS-IBC and contemporary model eFPT from the classification process performed on divergent data-folds. The latency observed for CS-IBC from the classification process performed on five data folds is low and linear, whereas the latency observed in the case of contemporary model eFPT is an average of 30% high and nonlinear that compared to proposed model CS-IBC.
The overall latency and the level of memory usage observed for CS-IBC model and contemporary model eFPT depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively. The average latency and the memory in use observed for CS-IBC are linear and considerably less that compared to eFPT.
The latency (that indicates the time taken to perform the classification in experimental study context) observed for proposed classifier CS-IBC and contemporary model eFPT depicted in Fig. 8 . The observations indicating that the latency observed for CS-IBC is much lower and linear that compared to the latency observed for contemporary model eFPT, which is high and exponential. This performance advantage is clear evidence of the fast search property of the bio-inspired search technique called cuckoo search. The Fig. 9 depicts the proposed model CS-IBC advantage over contemporary model eFPT towards minimal memory usage. The optimal feature selection process (depicted in Section 3.2) signifies the minimal usage of the memory by CS-IBC.
Conclusion
This manuscript proposed and addressed the CUCKOO Search based Incremental binary classifier (CS-IBC) to classify data streams. The key objective of the proposed model of CS-IBC is to ensure minimal latency and reduced rate of errors in the classification. In the earlier models, the hierarchical search of CUCKOO method has never applied, and the model with class label definitions has been a novel strategy adopted towards evaluating the data stream classification and outcome. From the inferences in the test evaluation, with significant insights into the data sets, and the resulting outcome, it can be concluded that compared to other contemporary model eFPT, the model of CUCKOO based CS-IBC model shall be able to deliver more robust and effective outcome. In future contributions, the constraints in terms of sudden and gradual concept drift shall focus upon for optimum outcome from the data streaming process. 
